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-Why Implementation is JuporEant

A remarkable phenomenon can occur after a new program has

been initiated. Theprogram may operate well; but may.not be

much like theprogram that was Originally designed; more fre7

quentlY with federal programs in education; the program may

not work at all; even though its desi appeared unassailably.

We'noW'recognizethat; among other things; the implementation

process itself produces major' effects; and that program outcomes-

may have to be explained as a fuctiOn of both a) the substance

of the program andi pOSsibIy-more important; b) the way that

the program was installed;

Understanding Implementation. The critical nature of the

4mplemehtation process has only been recognized belatedly. One

:possible reason for this belated recognition is that implemen-
,i.

tation may only become critical when federal programs involve

the creation of new services (as opposedto regulatory or

financing initiatives) 'that involve intergovernmental collabora-

tion (as opposed bo defense or postal services that may be

designed and implementedrat the federal level alone). Because

these types of program only burgeoned in the 1960.s; so the argument

goes; the importance of implementation efNcts were only realized

after these programsbegan to operate. Whether the programs

of the 1960s were the origin _or not; implementation research



was largely nonexistent prior to 1973; when Pressman and Wildaysky

"(1973) reviewed the literature-apd found, few earlier studies.

In general, the implementation process has "been underdocumented

and poorly understood, although implementation research has

increased during the last five years (Yin, 1980b).

This general commentary appears=to apply directly to the

Follow Through program.* Any analysis of the Follow Through

implementation.procs appears to have been minimal, with little

,attention having been paid while th51 projects were being started

or when they were evaluated. The evaluation data seet't'to have
r,

left such a.large gap that:'

The_/3esults of several successive Follow Through
evaluations have been reported, withdut a clear,
specificatiop of program models,,Simply by ass0-
ciating outcomes with particukar.prograM labels.
..,.pcilicymakers and program administrators mho.
want,to_ make use-of the resultsare left with no
choice but to assume that each program_model
constitutes a "black box" whose contents are
_largely unspecified but whose effects are known
to some degree.__ (Elmore, 1976)

In short, there'is little douthentation of what was implemented,

in operational terms, at each site. Any future replication or

mOdific'ation-of the Follow Through program will be most diffi-

cult without such.knowledge.

Monitoring Implementation.' In contrast, if one were to be

concerned with the implementation process, from the outset of

a new program, at least four analytic activities must be con-

duted, 'both by program.oficials -as, a program is being installed

/16 present.PapPr is one of'several intended to'review,the
experiences with the Follow hbrough program and to suggest new
approaches for the future design of7the program.

Ca
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and by evaluators as part of their assessment.

implementation analysis should be considered an

trative activity; much as evaluation has become

of agency operations (Williams, 1976).

First, the implementation process needs to

In other words,

ongoingadminis-,

an integral

be examined

part

from the viewpoint of sound management: that implementation

is proceeding efficiently, within predicted budget estimates,

and on schedule. This viewpoint is not especially difficult to

understand, and it is an important part of_any implementation

monitoring.

Second, implementatioh has t 'be monitored from a fidelity

perspective. It may not always be the case that absolute fidelity

between what was intended and what is installed is esseri'tial.

_-
Neyertheless, the analysis should deliberately monitor any devid-

tions from the original design of the program, just to be sure
'-

that the operational .objectiyes are well -understood in ter.41g%of

the programmatic outcomes that can be expected. In many cases,

programs may change drastically, thereby negating the relevance

of many outcomes first thought to be relevant. This has been.

observed with education as well as non-education programs.

Third, the monitoring should be sure that elaboration is

occurring during the; im4ementation process. At the federal

level, the vagueness of initial program goals is a well-known

,phenonemon (Weiss and Rein, 19 ; and Farrar, 19 ) Legisla-

tors are likely to have declared some broad -aimed objectives

that are simply.not specific enough to prescribe 'the televant

programmatic activity. Elaboration or clarification must occur



'before a program can belpinitiated; and thigtprocess must therefore

be part of the implementatIon_process,

Fourth; and possibly most difficult; implementation needs

to 1e monitored from theist ndpoint of the reduction'of

ccontraaietions; Programs cannot be Luccessfully mourrted if

competing goals lead to co tradietory actions! Although some

political compromises must die made; one purpose of the implemen-

tatibri' process is to sort out these contradictionsi and to' reduce

them if possible;

Thellhour anal tic activities may be considered the criteri

for monitoring and assessing the process of implementing afederal

program that must ulti ately'be operated at a 'local level; The
t

;.) process is likely to occur smoothly (and in an acceptable fashion

to central managerS1 to the extent that it: 1) follows sound
O d''' ...

management,practice714 maintains some fidelity with original 3

IT_

inten4ions;3) elaborates vaguely stated objectives;Xpto opera-t

tional practices, and 4) reduces internal contradictions;

Were_Ther9impLemantat.

Any, call for an increased understanding and monitoring

of the implementation process should not merely be considered

an.,_dtem of academic curiosity; Reviews of the Follow Through
14

program,have suggested that numerous and ,genuine implementation

problems were encountered- At a minimum; an implementation

monitoring activity would have provided forewarni'eg of these

-problems._

The most prominent finding from evaluatio s'''L!thie Follow

Through program lias that there was more variabilt-t, 4.ri outcomes;



from site to site, than there were differ&ces among Curriculum

models (Abt Associates, 1977); The potency'of the "treatment,"

in other words, was counteracted by othpi.conditidns. Despite

controversy over other aspects of the FolIdW Through evaluations

(e.g., House et al., 1978; and Anderson et al;, 1978), this

finding has been unchallenged; The design--of the evaluations

di not directly address the implementation proce,ssi;howev.&r.

As noted by Hodges et al; (1980; p. 42), "...one of the-real

misfortlines of the Pillow Through- evaluationg is that scr little

can be said about why the various effects occurred." Thus; ;one

.can only speculate about the reasons for this outcome.

First; it might be claimed-thAt.variations from site
4 .

site existed because the treatment was weak or non-existent.

One would expect a high degree of variation, for instance, in

the local out6omes from a federal finncing or,general revenue-
,

sharing program, where local sites might only- be asked to account

for the funds but not necessarily to spend them inany uniform

way; In the case of the Foll6wThrough.program; this argument

must be ruled out because the curriculum mode were an explicit

and essential part of the program; -Local sites-were to work

with specific model sponsors; who in -Warn were to help implement

a specific.curriculum,change. Each model sponsor worked with

several local sites (there were 22 sponsors and 178 sites), and

the collaborative activities were intense; In spite of this

program design, which involved the selection of specific curricu-
_-

lum models and assistance from an external organization; varia-



V A second possibility is that the local variations were a

reflection of a systemic condition in'this qountry; According

to this argument, local site's roilically differ from eaeh.other

to such an extent that no unifo m changes can ever be expected.

In'part, such an argument doeS have some surface validity; Every

teacher seems to teach in a distinctive manner, and every school

.does produce its own unique brand of ,educa.tion. Moreover,

differences in neighborhood populations create considerable
. : i

differences, among school populations. In spite of:these observa-
,

tions, however, the localist argument cannot be fully satisfying;

Any emphasis on the differenCes aMong.schoDls cannotsbe made

without equal attention to their similarities. After all, from

locale to locale-,: pvents'and students still find educational

e1vices operated in Much the same way, and the success of the

-operations are often, judged by the same standardiZed.teSts.

Thus, from' another perspective,-schdol practices may even appear

to be overly homogeneous; which in the paSt has in fact. -led
,

to the desire.to create alternative schools.

A _third explanation for the Follow Through finding-is an
;

\

imp8_ementation argullient The original curriculum models and

the ditions at the local site interakd in a distinctive

manner, producing an idiosyncratic set of outcomes. This explana-

tion lies at the heart of Berman and McLaughlin's research on '

--other federal education programs (1974-1978), which found that

'Nutual adaptation" occurred whenever a new practice was

installed in a.school; both the practice and the school" changed

in the process of impleTentation. In short, the= implementation.

awe
process itselitwill'have an. effect on the outcomes ofithe_program.

6 k:
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Of the threeexlilanations, the last--emphaSiling the im or-

tance.lof the implementatt on process--seems to .t.be the most plau

si-le;- The major,findi g about the Pollow.Through program;

13
then, may be_ regarded a an implementatian finding and therefor&

reinforces the desire to understand and monitor the implementa-

tion process, in the course of installing,a new program.; some
1.7

4.-

changes seem to be occurring that have an important impact on

programmatic outcomes. Yet, we seem to haze little knowledge
, -

-about these changes and hence.Can do little to control them;

'In spite of the.geiverallimpprtance of the implementation%,

prbeeSs,:as Well the possibly critical role it played in the

Folio Through program, the shape of any analysis of implementa-

tion is not obvig01.0. Implementation theoryj,s still insufficiently

developed at this time (Hargrove, 1980) to offer any practica1
e

.

.advice on how_ implementation is. to be monitored or analyzed.,

The conceptual framework described below offers one such possi-

bility.

-Model's for Analyzing Implementation

Macro- vs4_Mibro-Implementatiori.. Previous work on the
0

implementation pf federal service delivery programs has tended

to distinguish between two stages_ of.imPlementation (McLaughlin

and Berman, 1975; and Berman, 1978). First, a program must be
_ __

designed and installed in a way which allows, it to actually

begin functioning-in the service delivery,rOle. This stage is

termed macro - implementation. Second, intended recipients of

serices must accept and actually use the resources, programs;

ideas or other .capacities that are,deliver This second stage,.
(



which has received the greater amount of attention in the educa-

tional literature,: is called micra=implemamtatian (for studies

of Micro-.implementation see Fullan and Pomfret, 1977; Berman

and McLaughlin, 1974-1978; and Rosenblum and Louis; 1979);

The Need.-far_a More_Refinee_Modell. _Examples, From Follow

Through. The 91tvcepts of macro- and Fiero-implementation_ at

first appear effective in defining different bodies of literature;

particularly within the field of educational research. .However,.

in any empirical, inquiry the concepts are too gross to capture

the process that is invo'ved. To demonstrate this; an interesting

exercise is to exa4ne the reported experiehtes in implementing

the FollowThrough program (e.g.:, )ciore, 1976; and Weikart and

Bandt, 1976).

Several implementation difficulties were reported. Roughly

. 0

in chronological .sequence, a major change occurred when the

budget for th Follow Through program was reduced in 6,e7mbor

1976. As a result, the initial plan to support Follow Through

:'"aS 1p action program, mimj,,gking the,s1t-Ccess of the Head Start

program, had to be revised. Interdsts by officials- in th- Depart-
:0_

merit of Health, Education, and Welfare led to the development
.

.

of Follow Through as a.planned variation program, in which experi-:
.,.

. .

.

mentation woul be a deliberate part-'of the design of Follow
4
Arough aCtiva-Lies Unfortunately, as Elmore (1976) points out,

the federal regulations and action guidelines for FolloW Through

were nevertheless not similarly revised, so tilat,.the planned

variation and experimentation had to proceed under a set of
,

rules more congenial to an action program.

op



Further' implementation problems' were encountered in the

course of focusing n program (curliculum models as the substance

of the Follow .Through activity. Again; Elmore (1976) notes that

an, alternative approach -= systematically. varying the structural

conditions under which-schools operate--might have been purpued

.instead and would have matched existing research and policy
.

41eeds The models, however, were not well developed

and generally did not specify the operatibnal changes that school

staffs'were to make (e.g:g Weikart .and Banet, 1976). The- organza=

tions that served as model sponsors only gradually realized this

problem.

1A third prpbldm, related to t 6 first two, wa1 the surprise

encountered by federal officiais and-model sponsors in their;

first contacts with locAl project' sites. The local projects,-
,

according to Elmore (1976), wee not as amenable to external

direction as, forexample., had been, the Head Start sites.

obvious reason

Sites were

start sites

One

for this was the f_ that thA Follow Through

existing schocil systemsi whereas thd Head

non-school district facilities. Thus, towere
7 4

implement the Follow Through program, more protracted negotiations

had to take. pl4ce,.and_the resUlting'activities had to reflect
r

diStriet as well as federal priorities. For example, the local

districts initially selected sites that were likely to succeed,

andnot necessarily those with the greatest need for FolloW7.

ough activities (Elmore, 1976).

Yet another series of implementation problems arose in the
; ,"

classrooms and schools in which Through activities
7

11



wire to be initiateth. The program 'models; as previously noted;

had not been designed,in'such great operational detail that

adaptations were;pregiuded. What was .eventually installed in

each classroom was a set of curriculum activities that were, in

fact; not later documented sufficiently for rerlitation (Elmore

1976). Moreover; teacher training programs had to be designed

under hurried conditions; and the more generaIiquestion of how

to;change teacher behavior rdrnained unsettled (Weikart and

Banet; 1976).
410

In summary; the Follbw,Through program involved :a diverse

and major set of implementation problems:

the initial program mandate as an action
'program clashed with the later switch to
an experimental, program;.

the sel- ion of curriculuff rather -than
structural changes as the major interven-
tion led to renter uncertainty regarding
the practices to.be installed;

o 601 aboration with local districts required
col roMises between local and federal
priorities; and,

o the installation of new practices in specific,
schoolsiand classrooms followed an unclear
path.

A8 an analytic tool; the macro- and micro implementation

distinction appears inadeq4-te to classify this array of problems:.
4- _

aw A more elaborate framework seems necessary for understanding

or nionitoring this type of implementation process. Such a frame-

work is described next.

A Five-PhaseNMOdel of Implementation. Based on observations

of a variety of federal-local service programs, including Follow

ThrbUgh, a five-phase model of implementation appears necessary..

10
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These five phases may be Jabelled:

PoIicy.DeveIopment Phase.

Program Development phase

o a Project Design Phase

o a Practice Adoption Phase; and

o a Practice Implementation Phase
-

It is important to-emphasize the term "phase" rather than the

more typically .used. notion of "stag4" because these elements

of the implementation proceSs should not be.considered as follow-

ing a clear linear sequence; In some situations; there may be ;

some evidence of linearity; hOwever; phases are often overlapping

or may occur out of sequence. Furthermore; the use of the term

"phase" attempts to acknowledge the viewpoint that poIiCy and

design are emergent phenomena that. are never fully formed; but

are constantly in the process of formulation as different

interests come together in a programmatic context (Farrar et aI.;

'1979; and March and Olsen; 1976).

The fiVs phases may be briefly described as follows. At

the policy development phase; Congressional legislation and

intent lead to'the issuance of federal regulations regarding a

new program. The regulations are usually issued after much

review and -Comment, and the design of the program may already

exhibit changes from the initial legislation. More important;

the regulations are a detailed elalzoration of the original

legislation.

At the program_deveLopment phase; the regulatiorts arc used

to .produce programmatic guidelines; including the issuance

11
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solicitations for proposals and, ultimately, the.making of

a set of project awards;

At the project design phase; each awardee designs a specific

project; baed in part on its original proposal but integrated

witch local organizational conditions and constraints; This phase,

ends with the establishment of a project organization and proce-

dures.

At the practice adoption phase,'project procedures are

adapted to the needs and conditions of the numerous local settings

(e.g., classrooms or schools) that are to participate in the

program. Specific practices ( .g., curriculum models) are selected

as the pnes to be adopted 'or installed.

Finally; at the. practice implementation phase, the intended

practices are converted into actual administrative(or classroom

practices. In the long run, these changes become incorpOrated

into standard practice. The linked nature of these five phases

is illustrated in Figure 1.

!71-4,its model suggests that implementation at one phase fre-

quently becomes a major component of the set of plans or inten-

tions: at the mext phase. Intent at each phase is usually embodied

in a set of goals or Objectives. As a result of either conscious

or serendipitous choices in the implementation of each phase,

aptivitis are set in motion that are believed to address the

goals' that were developed. However, in most implementation efforts;

many choices must be made-both quickly and in the absence of

complete and sound information about: the consequences that the

choices may have for meeting the objectves tha t were intendec:.

i2
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Figure I

FIVE PHASES IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A FEDERAL
SERVICE PROGRAM INTENDED TO AFFECT LOCAL PRACTICE

POLICY DEVELOPMENT,
PHASE

Intent Implementation

COngressional legislation

Intent

Feder al Regulations

Intent

= Federal Regulations

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

- Project 1,es_i_gn, based

individual proposals and
local conditions

Intent

7 Actual project organization
Actual"ptoject procedures

Intent

PHASE

PROJECTPESIGN
PHASE

Inplementation

- Programmatic guidelines, including
gOliCitations and Making of
project awards

. Implementation

ActUal project organization
Actual project prOCOdures

PRACTICE ADOPTION
PHASE

Implementation

- Adoption of specific practices
for implementation

PRACTICE IMPLEMENTATION
PHASE

Implementation

for imple*ntation
-.Implementation of new practice- Adoption'of specific practices

13
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Within each phase; the concepts of sound management, fidelity,

elaboration, and reduction of self-contradictions are relevant.

In general, these comprise a "muddling through" model of policy

development (Lindblom, 1959). For instanceiwhere differences

between intent and implementation are a result of the seren-

dipity of everyday coping decisions that axe made by any organi-

?
zation or prograuG the concept of slippage (or lack of fidelity)

is appropriate. Slippage can occur at every phase; with changes

creating an implementation outcome that is different from the

intentions at the outset of ,each phase.

A full analysis of the implementation process mUp involve

intensive inquiry into all five phases of this model. The pur-

pose of the analysis would depend upon whether it was conducted

as the't program was evolving--a monitoring function--or whether

.

it was conducted as part of a post -hoc evaluation. The evalua7

tion function appears obvious: The implementation analysis

would provide a better understanding of how the programmatic

outcomes had been achieved, and would also provide information

on how to replicate efforts in the future.

More problematic is the monitoring function. If analysis

were to, be conducted as a program was evolving; how could the

information be used? Suppose; for example;* that' analysts were

able to note that a program was developing an increasing rather

than decreasing set of self-contradictions (the differences

between Follow Through as a)planned variation program and the

14



program regula ions, that continued to assume Follow Through

tobe an action program constitute one such contradiction).

Political necessities might dictate that such contradiction6;

however obvious, 'could not be eliminated; Under such a situation;

the analysts' role would at least be to foreshadow the likely

outcomes. (In this case, because the participatory and social

service aspects of the Follow Through program were considered

highly potent but could not be varied, the outcome- of curriculum

Variations could have been expected to haVe bed
*

In short, the more preferable objective w ld be for

implementation monitoring to lead to changes in the implementa-

tion process. However, even if such changes are precluded by

pelitidal or even administrative realities, a Second objective

is Still relevant: The analysis should at a minimum lead to a

more accurate anticipation of the likely outcomes of a program..

The fiVe phase model illustrates how such outcomes could be

affected; and the following discussion covers the major concerns

at each phase.

Policy Development. The major activities at this phase

involve the development and passage of new legislation; and

the issuance of the federal regulations for a new program;

.
Several previous studies have examined the difficulties arising

dUring thiS implementation phase (e.g.; Bardach; 1977; and Rein

and RabiiieVit; 1977). In general, the process must cope wits

the translation of overly general mandates; as reflected in the

legislation, into an operational program. Because numerous

individuals and organizations may participate in the process;



it has been correctly depicted as a bargining process (Ingram,

1977).

One of the distinctive characteristics of this phase is

that political issues, as opposed to administratiVeones, are

more dominant in determining the legislation and regulations

(BrOwn and Frieden,\ 1976; Derthick, 1976; and Rabinovitz, 1976).

Thus, implem tion monitoring and analysis must consider the

political motives of the'various participants. TO the extent
\

-
that. the .motives are contradictory and cannot be ignored, analysts

May'expect a program to p oduce mixed effdts. To the extent

that the motives are amena le to some sort of compromise, a new
A -

establishMent of priorities \can be encouraged, and the expected

programmatic outcomes revised accordingly.
_ .

Program Development. An increasing amount of'research has

been conducted on this particular phase Of the implementation

process (e.g., Yin 1980a). Analysts had been generally aware

of the importance of the translation of regulations into specific,
V

guidelines.and solicitations, but the creation of a few major

block grant programs (e.g., in community development and in

employment) also resulted in the establishment of an extensive

bureaucratic apparatus at the federal level. A headquarters,

regional, and district office all began to have significant

roles in Implementing these programs, and this complex apparatus

has been found to heavily affe,ot the way a program is

implemehted--e.g. , the local projects selected for funding

(Williams, 1980a and 1980b).

16
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This somewhat paradoxical outcome (the block grants were

originally des' ned to increase local autonomy) has occurred

°ler the past few ears
;

because of an increase in federal rules

regarding the constraints and limitations on spending. In

contrast to the political,.nature of the first 'phase of the

implementation process, the,program development phase'is.,mainly4

influenced by bureaucratic rules--1.e.,'federal agency OfficAls

who,condUct such activities as:

translating, regulations into.guidelines,

o developing .field Monit6i-lng offices,r

o determining precise eligibility-criteria
for potential project sponsors,

o issuing solicitations for proposals,.

o establishing the procedures for reviewing
.

local plans, and

monitoring progress:

As any federal prograll manager knows, much discretion exists at

this lev&li even where the regulations may appear to have been

-,-

explicit and detailed. Thus, loss of fidelity, incomplete

elaboration, ;and increased self-contradictions can all occur

at this phase. Moreover, wise federal officlals already

recognize the limitations on their actions, suchas:the-issuance

of solicitations. Such solicitations must be within the con-
_

ceptual and economic reach. of the .loca1 agencteS 45r organiza-
,

proposals. The best solicitationtions likely to be submittin

is not necessarily the one that calls for the ideal assignment;

the -solicitation is limited by the capabilities of, thaA2ikeiy

bidders (Waidman, 1977).3

17



WhateVer the program development process, the outcome is

reflected. in the specific project proposals that are designed.

These may be formally submitted by local sites to a federal'

awarding agency; the projects may 'alterna4vely be'part of an

overall local plan, administered by-a l'prime sponsor." An,

awards process thus serves as one screen through which different

proposed ways of operationalizing a program-must pass; The

outdome at this phase is the initiation of a series of specific

projects, which will collectively carry out the manda e of'the

411.

original program.

Project Design Phase., The project design phase is the

first phaSe in which activities must be considered on a project-

by-project basis. In other words, the unit of analysis for

implementation monitoring must now shift from 'the program to

the Project level, and anlaysts must now be concerned with how

each project is being Implemented.

In this phase, the project design will be knitially based

on the propbthat elicited t e federal award or that was

part of the broader loCal plan. Generally, the project will
_ ,

have be-en initiated .at a-bureaucratid level which; while at the

local'level,-is'still one layer_more general than the level

at which practice is ultimately installed. The more general

level may be considered a.school district (in the case of

Follow Through) or a "prime spOnsor", (in the ca =e of many other

major federal programs). In either case, the roject design

is controlled by a set of administrators who themselves are

not the 'ones who will install a new service practice.
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For.this reason; discretion may be assumed to have been trans-
*

ferred; at this phase; to administrative officials at the local

level. Tile implementation of this phase is thus mainly _'fat the
_

control of local administrative Officials, which contrasts

this phase with the previous two--dominated by federal political

and bureaucratic interests respectively.

EXiSting research ha only begun to explore the implementa-

tion process at the project design phase.. Large-scale evalua-

tions have now tended to cover, such issues as proj ct adminis

:tration and procedures, recruitment and turnover among project

directors; and other conditions affecting t1 way that the pro-

ject will be designed. -Howeveri the research has not yet led

to a cohetent body of theory.

The outcomek at this phase of the implementation processk
e.

is the-deveIopment of a specific project organization and s t

f procedures. This outcome may vary from thal originally pro

posed; in other wordsk the process of project design is to
_(

incorporate the initial intentions -as reflected in a formal

proposal or planwith a real set of resources, so that specific

project procedures are established. The actual project, as
-

implementedk may again only imprecisely reseible the types of

activities that had been envisioned in the policy development

and program developmectphases. Further slippage from earlier

intentions may have occurred, and such phenomena must be docu-

mented as part of the implementation monitoring activity.

Practice Adoption Phase. The development of a specific

project organization and set of procedures.is but the beginning
0
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ofyet a fourth .phase of implementation -- ending with the selection

of a specific idea t'is to be adopted, along. with the
ess

i4Rntification of target sites and related adoption onditiOns.

The process Whereby adoption decisions are made has been one

Of the more thoroughly studied`topics in pre ious research
0

(e.g., Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971; and Rothma n,-1974); The

earliest ttiVes of adoption decisions tended to focus on those

situations in which an adoption was made by a single ±ndividuaI--

e.g., a farmer, a doctor; or a-consuer./ However;, phis research has

gradually expanded to cover tllose situations in which the adop-
_

tion is made by'an organizational and in which the decision

to adopt is therefore more compjex and difficult to study (see

194; pp. 368 -378, for 'a review) .

In the case of the FoklowHTIvough program; the adoption

process-involveaIhe decision by a local project tg select a

specific model sponsor with whom to collaborate. In many,cases,

the sites already had working relationships, with specific model

sponsors; in the remaining cases, however; projects reviewed

the potential sponsors of interest; and ultimately seIectea One
1.

of them. In either situation, one og the distinctive aspects

of th Follow Through program was'the 'need for interorganizationI,

collaboration. This fourth phase of the implementation process

therefore created a new complexity at the local level, again

likely to affect the criteria of sound management, fidelity,

elaboration, and reduction of self-contradictions;

Practice Implementation Phase. This final phase is the

or that best matches the original objectives.of Berman (1978)
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in describing a "micro implementation" proceSs; Thus, once a

new practice- or. idea has been adopted, the way that It will

actually be implemented in local praciice w.41 be affected by

a new set of conditions--local service situations. practitioner

attitudes and behavior, and the 'robustness of the new idea in

the first place (ilmorer 1978.). As is now understood, numerous

Changes;can-occur .during this phaser to the extent that the

practice* that is finally impIemented;may not even resemble the

one that w initially adopted. Againr such slippage between

intent and implementation may not necessarily be viewed nega-

tively; perfectly acceptdble adapations may have been made in

the translation from practice adoPtion to practice imPIementation;

At tAis pha4er implementation analysts must pay close atten-

tion to the specific activities at the implementing sites (e.g.,

Attewell and Gerstein, 1979); There may be more than one such

site per project, and the focuS of attention must therefore,

shin yet anoth)gr unit of analysis--i:.e:r from project
-:,.

administration to ,site implementation activities: Mbether

changes in the implementation process can be made or notr

implimentation analysis will at least -.reveal' how activit

might have changed, and how c ferent out fries might not Abe

expected;

_Implications for Future Program'Design

This inquiry began with the observatiqp t implementation

outcomes seemed to have played an important thybu4h unassessed

role in the Fellow Through program; and that;these outcomes

are suspected to be important in numerous federal programs.
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Because the implementation process appears to be so important,

and because ProgarmMaic intentions often change to such
,

large ektent when a' program is finally .impleinented at the local
4r

level, our inquiry liaS suggested the need for close monitoring

of the, implementatio

A five-phase Tram work can be the basis for such monitoring.

activities. At. each ph e, analytic concern must focus on'four

genieraI criteria: sound ana4em t, fidelity, elaboation; and

reductppn Of self-contradi tions.., Successful iMplementation'at .

-each stage will be an aF

r these criteria Howeve , eve' \where the implementation activity:
17.

creates new problems that cann tbe resolved; the analysts'/ role

y thathas a positive effect on.

is to develop-sufficient4docume tation to foreshadow the_ultimate

outcomes likely to occur; at

These five phases seem to be pplicable,to_every situation
.

in which a federal prOgram
,

iinyolvn service changes, is eventually
.._. ,

-.-.
.to be conducted at the local leyel. To reduce imp e ntation

problems, not only should analysis be cOnductOd, but new pro*-ams

ought to be designed with these' implementation condition

explicitly -addressed.
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